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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

COVID-19 eviction response measures sought to prevent a 
wave of housing loss brought on by the economic impacts of the 
pandemic, but also stood to disrupt a status quo of mass eviction 
that systematically harms Black women and children. This working 
paper offers insight on eviction filings and outcomes since the onset 
of the pandemic and related policy changes in Detroit, analyzing 
trends from a dataset of residential landlord-tenant cases filed 
in the 36th District Court between January 2019 and March 2022. 
The findings indicate that COVID-19 eviction response measures 
reduced the number of evictions in Detroit relative to past years, 
demonstrating that new levels of eviction prevention are attainable 
when policymakers treat eviction like a public health crisis rather 
than a property dispute. Yet even with unprecedented eviction 
prevention measures in place, eviction remained a persistent and 
pervasive threat. The most robust eviction prevention measures 
were short-lived, and large public investments in rental assistance 
and legal aid programs did not fundamentally alter the power 
imbalance that characterizes the landlord-tenant relationship and 
pervades the legal eviction process. Major policy and enforcement 
gaps meant that landlords and the court still forcibly uprooted 
thousands of renters from their homes and neighborhoods amid the 
pandemic. As federal rental aid expires and the affordable housing 
crisis escalates, a return to the pre-pandemic normal signals a 
return to mass evictions. However, if policymakers act urgently 
to enforce existing laws, institutionalize pandemic-era programs, 
and enact a more just eviction and housing policy platform, we can 
establish a new normal of housing for all. 
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KEY FINDINGS

• EVICTIONS IN DETROIT HAVE BEEN RISING SINCE 
THE SUMMER OF 2020. 
Since the onset of COVID-19 through March 2022, 
landlords filed more than 25,500 new eviction cases 
against tenants. Despite the CDC moratorium and 
$72M in COVID Emergency Rental Assistance (CERA) 
funds paid to Detroit landlords and tenants in 2021, an 
estimated 1 in 9 Detroit renter households (or 38,400 
tenants) faced threat of eviction in 2021. The number 
of filings rose steadily in 2022.

• SLOW DISTRIBUTION OF CERA PAYMENTS 
DISPARATELY IMPACTED DETROIT’S MAJORITY-
BLACK RENTERS. 
Distribution of CERA payments was extremely slow 
across Michigan but especially inadequate in Wayne 
County, reaching just 36% of applicants in 2021, 
compared to 50% statewide. Wayne County is home 
to 18% of Michigan’s population but 50% of the state’s 
Black population; it accounted for 32% of statewide 
CERA applicants between April 2021 and March 2022.

• NO-CAUSE EVICTIONS INCREASED AFTER THE 
CERA PROGRAM BEGAN, LEAVING 1 IN 4 TENANTS 
WHO FACED EVICTION WITHOUT PROTECTION. 
Most evictions filed during the pandemic were for 
nonpayment of rent, but 24% of filings were no-cause 
(termination of tenancy) evictions. No-cause evictions 
increased by 60% after the CERA program began in 
March 2021, and tenants facing termination of tenancy 
were twice as likely as tenants facing eviction for 
nonpayment to receive a judgment.

• EVICTION FILINGS, JUDGMENTS, AND FORCED 
REMOVAL BY A BAILIFF DECLINED DURING THE 
PANDEMIC, BUT THE STRONGEST PROTECTIONS 
WERE SHORT-LIVED. 
Eviction filings fell to 36% of the pre-pandemic level 
in 2020 due to short-lived state and local eviction 
moratoria, then rose to 60% of pre-pandemic levels in 
2021. The proportion of cases ending in a judgment fell 

greatly. However, judges still authorized more than 600 
bailiff evictions during the CDC moratorium and the 
number of signed orders of eviction increased by 450% 
in the first 100 days after the moratorium was lifted.

• THE COURT ENTERED FEWER DEFAULT 
JUDGMENTS DURING THE PANDEMIC, BUT STILL 
THE MAJORITY OF TENANTS WHO WERE EVICTED 
NEVER HAD THEIR DAY IN COURT. 
The proportion of cases ending in a default judgment 
declined by 40% since the court began holding 
eviction hearings online and stopped entering 
judgments at first hearings. Still, one-quarter of 
all cases closed during the pandemic resulted in 
a default judgment against tenants who did not 
appear in court. Default judgments comprised 56% of 
judgments pre-pandemic and 84% since.

• NONENFORCEMENT OF THE CITY’S RENTAL CODE 
REINFORCED THE POWER IMBALANCE BETWEEN 
LANDLORDS AND TENANTS AND CONTRIBUTED TO 
MANY UNJUST AND AVOIDABLE EVICTIONS. 
Roughly 9 in 10 pandemic-era evictions involved 
properties operated unlawfully by landlords in 
violation of the City of Detroit’s rental ordinance, 
despite the law stating that landlords may not occupy 
rental units or collect rent without a Certificate of 
Compliance (CoC).

• TENANTS’ ACCESS TO LEGAL COUNSEL 
INCREASED DURING THE PANDEMIC, BUT 
LANDLORDS WERE STILL FOUR TIMES MORE 
LIKELY THAN TENANTS TO HAVE ATTORNEYS. 
Pandemic relief funds allowed local legal aid 
organizations to provide free legal advice to all 
tenants who attended their hearings, but did not 
enable them to provide full representation to all who 
needed it. Tenants in 22% of cases closed during 
the pandemic had lawyers, a proportion seven 
times higher than before. Still, 92% of landlords had 
attorneys during the pandemic, up from 84% before.
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INTRODUCTION

Mass evictions threatened public health long before the onset 
of COVID-19.1 Because the power and property relationships 
that give rise to eviction are structured by systematic racism, 
capitalism, and gender-based oppression, eviction is an 
omnipresent feature of low income tenancy that disparately 
impacts renters of color, particularly Black women and 
families with children.2 Most poor renters in Detroit receive 
no housing assistance, spend at least 50% of their incomes 
on housing, and reside in the private rental market, where 
eviction can be integral to the business models of large 
corporate landlords who have increased their property 
holdings over the last decade.3 Eviction precipitates job loss 
and school absenteeism and reproduces poverty.4 Research 
shows that safe and stable housing is a foundation for good 
health, connecting the stress, trauma, and material fallout 
of eviction with the onset of depression and anxiety, chronic 
disease development, and premature death.1, 5 

As the pandemic caused massive disruptions to lives and 
livelihoods beginning in March 2020, the life or death 
consequences of eviction could no longer be ignored. To 
prevent a projected wave of housing loss that would have 
exacerbated the spread of COVID-19, policymakers at the 
federal, state, and local levels responded with unprecedented 
efforts to prevent evictions, instituting moratoria on various 
stages of the eviction process, modifying court procedures 
to allow tenants to access resources and exercise their 
rights, and appropriating nearly $50B for emergency rental 
assistance, eviction diversion, and legal aid programs—an 
amount roughly equal to the entire U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) budget in 2021.6

COVID-19 eviction response measures sought to prevent a 
wave of mass evictions, but Detroit had long endured a flood. 
Each year between 2000 and 2018, landlords filed about 30,000 
eviction cases, threatening the equivalent of 1 in 5 renter 
households.7 These figures signify one of the highest eviction 
filing rates in the state and among large U.S. cities, but do 
not capture the fear, disruption, and dehumanization that the 
legal eviction process caused to roughly 70,000 mostly Black, 
poor, and unrepresented tenants who experienced it annually—
neighbors, mothers, elders, children, disabled people, queer 
and trans people.8 Eviction not only harms the well-being of 
people and families, but undermines community stability and 
collective organizing power.9

The mere filing of an eviction can have long-term 
consequences for tenants’ housing stability, regardless 
of a case’s merit or whether it proceeds to a judgment or 
order of eviction (i.e., bailiff eviction). An untold number of 
informal evictions take place outside the court system, for 
instance when tenants are forced to move out in response to 
landlord threats or harassment or to avoid the intimidating 
and unfair legal process.10 Further, landlords increasingly 
rely on data from for-profit tenant surveillance companies to 
blacklist tenants with eviction records from future housing 
opportunities, relegating these tenants to housing of last 
resort at the lowest end of the rental market, where slum 
housing conditions and landlord practices are common.11

In cities like Detroit, pandemic-era interventions stood not 
only to thwart a potential wave of pandemic-related evictions, 
but also to disrupt a status quo of mass displacement. Yet 
due to a lack of timely, comprehensive, and publicly available 
eviction court data, evidence on whether governmental 
responses have been effective in preventing evictions during 
the pandemic remains scant.12 This paper offers a first, 
comprehensive look at eviction filings and outcomes since the 
onset of the pandemic and related policy changes in Detroit, 
analyzing trends from a dataset of residential landlord-tenant 
cases filed in the 36th District Court between January 2019 
and March 2022. 

Our findings show that COVID-19 eviction response measures 
reduced the number of evictions in Detroit relative to past 
years, demonstrating that new levels of eviction prevention 
are attainable when policymakers treat eviction like a public 
health crisis rather than a property dispute. Yet even with 
a range of eviction prevention measures in place, evictions 
remained a persistent and pervasive threat. The most 
robust eviction prevention measures were short-lived, and 
large public investments in rental assistance and legal aid 
programs did not fundamentally alter the power, information, 
and resource asymmetries that characterize the landlord-
tenant relationship and pervade the legal eviction process. 
Major policy and enforcement gaps meant that landlords 
and the court still forcibly uprooted thousands of renters 
from their homes and neighborhoods amid the pandemic. As 
federal rental aid runs out and rental prices in the U.S. reach 
new highs, trends in cities across the country forecast the 
return, and likely worsening, of pre-pandemic conditions that 
normalized mass evictions.13 Our findings provide evidence 
that advocates, organizers, and policymakers can act upon.
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ONGOING WORK
This paper uses data from The Eviction Machine (www.
EvictionMachine.org), an organizing, advocacy, and 
research tool developed to understand systematic 
displacement, inform strategies of direct engagement on 
behalf of tenants, and produce data informed critiques 
of the policies and actors impacting tenants in Detroit 
through eviction. This project was developed by the Urban 
Praxis Workshop with support from Poverty Solutions at 
the University of Michigan and Data Driven Detroit.

A forthcoming report will provide a comprehensive review 
of pandemic-eviction response measures in Detroit using 
data from laws, government documents, and datasets; 
court watching; interviews with housing advocates, 
lawyers, public officials, and activists; and the lead 
author’s experience observing and engaging in housing 
justice organizing. 

FIGURE 1: LEGAL EVICTION PROCESS

Note:  * This stage of the legal eviction process takes place out of court
 ** Pre-trial hearings were instituted during the pandemic
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KEY TERMS

• Eviction Notice: A written notice a landlord must give a 
tenant before filing an eviction case in court. The type of 
notice (demand for possession, notice to quit) and time 
period that must elapse (e.g., 7 days, 30 days) before a 
landlord can file a lawsuit varies by complaint type. 

• Eviction Filing: The act of a landlord (plaintiff) filing 
a complaint to begin a civil lawsuit against a tenant 
(defendant) to recover possession of a rental property.

• Complaint Type: The type of document a landlord files 
to allege the facts and legal reason (e.g., nonpayment 
of rent) for seeking to evict a tenant. The complaint also 
states the legal remedy the landlord is seeking from the 
court (a judgment for possession, money, or both).

• Termination of Tenancy (No-Cause Evictions): An 
action a landlord takes to end a rental agreement with 
a tenant. Termination cases are sometimes called “no 
cause” evictions because a landlord does not have 
to give a specific or substantive cause (“just cause”) 
for terminating a tenancy, though a landlord cannot 
terminate a fixed-term (e.g., one year) tenancy unless 
a tenant violates a lease term.14 Landlords must give 
tenants with periodic (e.g., month-to-month) or “at will” 
(e.g., verbal/implied consent) tenancies a 30-day notice 
(i.e., notice to quit).15

• Dismissal: A court action that ends an eviction case.16 
A case may be dismissed by a landlord, by the court, or 
by consent of both parties. A dismissal entered without 
prejudice means a landlord has the option to bring the 
same case again. A conditional dismissal allows a judge 
to reopen a case and enter a judgment if one party does 
not follow the agreement.17 Dismissals are considered 
the most ideal outcome for tenants given the rarity 
of judgments in their favor; yet a dismissal does not 
guarantee that a tenant remains housed and may mean 
that a tenant has moved or agreed to move.

• Judgment: The court’s decision in an eviction case. A 
judgment of possession entered for a landlord (against 
a tenant) means a landlord can recover possession of a 
property and file an order of eviction if a tenant does not 
pay the amount due (in nonpayment cases) or move out 
by a set date.

• Default Judgment: A judgment entered in favor of a 
landlord (against a tenant) if a tenant does not file 
a written answer with the court or appear at their 
scheduled court hearing.18

• Consent Judgment: A judgment with terms agreed to by 
both parties and entered by a judge. The agreement may 
include a range of conditions required by either party, 
but will usually contain payment terms the tenant must 
comply with by a certain date, otherwise the landlord 
can request an order of eviction.19

• Bench Trial: A trial where a judge makes a decision in 
favor of either the landlord or the tenant, if both parties 
appear and do not agree to settle the case (either party 
may alternatively request a jury trial). The landlord has 
the burden at trial of proving that a lawful reason for 
eviction exists and that they are entitled to possession 
of the property. The tenant may offer evidence for a 
legal defense that protects them from being evicted. 

• Order of Eviction (Bailiff Eviction): A court document 
filed by a landlord and signed by a judge after the court 
has entered a judgment of possession for a landlord. 
The order gives a court officer or bailiff the authority 
to physically and forcibly remove the tenant and their 
belongings from the rental property.20

• State and Local Moratoria: Between March 20 and July 
15, 2020, Gov. Gretchen Whitmer signed four executive 
orders prohibiting the exclusion or removal of tenants 
from residential properties (unless a tenant posed 
a “substantial risk” to other people or the property) 
(Executive Orders 2020-19, 2020-54, 2020-85, and 
2020-118). Chief Judge William McConico extended 
the moratorium in the 36th District Court until August 
17, 2020.21 The 36th District Court again suspended 
non-emergency evictions from November 18, 2020 to 
January 3, 2021.22

• CDC Moratorium: The CDC imposed a ban on residential 
evictions in the U.S. between September 4, 2020, and 
August 26, 2021, when the moratorium was blocked by 
the U.S. Supreme Court.23 Its protections were opt-in, 
requiring tenants to submit a CDC declaration form to 
their landlord certifying that they met a set of eligibility 
criteria. Landlords did not have to inform tenants about 
the ban, and the CDC took few steps to publicize it.24 In 
October 2020, the Michigan Supreme Court instructed 
courts to prohibit only the execution of eviction orders 
against opt-in tenants subject to the CDC order, which the 
36th District Court interpreted only to cover those being 
evicted for nonpayment of rent (SCAO Administrative 
Order 2020-17, as amended October 22, 2020).
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• Eviction Diversion Program (EDP): Between July and 
December 2020, the State of Michigan’s $60 million 
EDP established a judicial process for dismissing 
eviction actions and delivering rental assistance. The 
EDP provided payments of up to 90% of past-due rent 
to landlords who agreed not to evict tenants. Landlord 
participation was voluntary and required that they forgave 
late fees, dismissed up to 10% of back rent, and agreed 
to 12-month payment agreements for any back rent not 
covered by the EDP. Eligible tenants needed proof that 
they faced eviction and made less than 100% of the Area 
Median Income (AMI) (Executive Order 2020-134).25 

• COVID Emergency Rental Assistance (CERA): The 
U.S. Treasury distributed emergency rental assistance 
funds to states and localities in December 2020, but the 
Michigan legislature did not appropriate the funds until 
March 2021. After a four-month lapse in state rental 
assistance after the EDP, the $1.1 billion CERA program 
accepted applications between April 9, 2021 and June 30, 
2022. CERA offered up to 18 months of past and future 
rent assistance to tenants making less than 80% of 
the AMI who experienced a COVID-19 related hardship 
and who could demonstrate housing instability due to 
unpaid rent or utilities. Local nonprofits determined 

eligibility and fund allotments, negotiated settlements, 
and processed payments to landlords (or tenants, if 
landlords refused to participate).26 In Detroit, CERA 
was administered by the United Community Housing 
Coalition (UCHC) and Wayne Metropolitan Community 
Action Agency.

• Certificate of Compliance (CoC): A document certifying 
that a rental property is registered with the City of 
Detroit Buildings, Safety Engineering, & Environmental 
Department (BSEED) and meets health and safety rental 
code requirements, including lead clearance. Landlords 
must have a valid CoC to lawfully occupy rental units 
and collect rent from a tenant.27

• Right to Counsel (RTC): Laws which ensure that tenants 
facing eviction are guaranteed legal representation 
even if they cannot afford an attorney. RTC also refers 
to a national movement advocating for the right to 
legal representation in any civil procedure where a 
person’s basic human needs (home, income, healthcare, 
children) are at stake. In May 2022, Detroit’s RTC 
Coalition succeeded in convincing the City Council to 
pass a RTC ordinance, and the Mayor agreed to this 
(Section 22-8-1 through 22-8-9).28

CONTEXT: SUMMARY EVICTION PROCEEDINGS

Michigan law creates an expedited court process 
for evictions called a summary proceeding, enabling 
landlords to quickly bring eviction actions against tenants. 
Summary eviction procedures exist in every state. While 
processes differ, they are generally designed to move 
cases from complaint to trial more rapidly than regular 
civil matters and place restrictions on key aspects of 
the civil litigation process (e.g., defense, counterclaims, 
discovery, motions). 

Most summary statutes date back to the 19th century and 
were intended as an alternative to landlord “self-help” 
practices (forcible and often violent evictions) by providing 
landlords a swift legal process for regaining possession 
of property.29 In 1972, the U.S Supreme Court upheld the 
summary eviction process as constitutional when it was 
challenged on due process and equal protection grounds.30 
Consequently, summary procedures were never 

significantly altered to accommodate the new rights and 
protections that tenants became entitled to under modern 
landlord-tenant reforms.31

While landlords decry the contemporary eviction 
process for being too slow and costly, tenants and their 
advocates argue that summary procedures continue to 
prioritize a landlord’s claim to possession above all other 
considerations in the dispute (e.g., habitability, retaliation) 
and deny tenants—especially poor and unrepresented 
tenants—fair and meaningful opportunities to defend their 
rights in court.32 Research shows that the swiftness of 
summary evictions not only enables landlords to easily 
displace tenants, but also exploit the court system to 
collect debts.33 Hence some legal scholars contend that 
the maintenance of summary eviction processes is a 
fundamental barrier to housing justice because it codifies 
the power inequality between landlords and tenants.34
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METHODS

We analyzed a dataset of residential landlord-tenant eviction 
cases filed in the 36th District Court between January 2019 
and March 2022. We retrieved case records from the court’s 
online Register of Actions (ROA) case inquiry system and 
partnered with Data Driven Detroit (D3) to translate case-level 
information into a dataset. Eviction records were cleaned, 
geocoded, linked to property assessor data from the City of 
Detroit, and restricted to residential properties.35 Eviction 
cases filed after March 2020 were linked to the Currently Valid 
Certificates of Compliance dataset from the City of Detroit as of 
March 15, 2022. The final dataset included 59,704 residential 
landlord-tenant cases (93% of the 64,259 extracted records). 

We analyzed judgments, dismissals, orders of eviction (bailiff 
evictions), and presence of attorney(s) by case, not individual 
defendants.36 We counted a case as closed if it had either a 
judgment or dismissal recorded; if it had both, we analyzed the 
outcome recorded last. We excluded duplicate case records 
but did not exclude cases brought against the same tenant 

and/or address on different dates. We counted a party as 
having legal representation if an attorney filed an appearance 
on their record. 

To ensure data quality, we manually confirmed random 
samples of case records. We could not account for court 
recorded errors or outcomes entered after case records 
were retrieved. Due to the timing of data collection, the data 
undercounts eviction outcomes entered (especially orders of 
eviction, the last stage of the eviction process (see Figure 1)) 
in cases filed later in the study period where the length 
of proceedings was more likely to exceed the time period 
between a case’s filing date and the date the record was 
extracted.37 About 7,500 cases filed during the pandemic (29% 
of the total) remained open at the time of data collection.

We also analyzed county-level data on the COVID Emergency 
Rental Assistance (CERA) program obtained from Michigan 
State Housing Development Authority (MSHDA). 

CONTEXT: THE LIMITS OF COURT DATA

Eviction court data offers a limited perspective on the 
prevalence of forced displacement and the extent to 
which tenants’ lives and livelihoods are harmed by the 
eviction process. 

• COURT DATA DO NOT INCLUDE INFORMAL AND 
ILLEGAL EVICTIONS.
We analyze a dataset of court-ordered evictions, but 
studies suggest that landlords acting outside of the 
formal legal system prompt the majority of tenants’ 
forced moves.38 Informal and illegal evictions may be 
especially common during the pandemic, if used to 
circumvent measures put in place to prevent or delay 
eviction proceedings.39

• COURT DATA FAIL TO QUANTIFY DISPLACEMENT 
PRESSURES AT EACH STAGE OF THE LEGAL 
EVICTION PROCESS. 
Eviction case outcomes undercount the number of 
tenants who move after receiving an eviction notice or 
court summons; upon deeming the legal process too 
intimidating or a favorable outcome too unlikely; or 
after receiving a judgment but before a bailiff executes 
an eviction order.40 Even dismissals—the most ideal 
outcome for tenants given the rarity of judgments in 

their favor—can mean that a tenant has moved or has 
agreed to move.41

• COURT DATA OFFER A LIMITED LENS ON EVICTION 
INJUSTICE. 
Power, information, and resource inequities characterize 
tenants’ relationships to landlords, judges, and attorneys, 
pervading the legal eviction process. Eviction proceedings 
include minimal procedural safeguards; many tenants do 
not appear in court and most who do lack legal counsel; 
and few cases proceed to trial.42 Qualitative research 
shows that court data fail to capture how the eviction 
process routinely violates or undermines the rights and 
dignity of tenants, such as when a notice is improperly 
served, an eviction is retaliatory, a judge denies a tenant 
the opportunity to speak, or a landlord has breached the 
warranty of habitability.43 44

• COURT DATA CONTAINS INACCURACIES AND 
OVERSIMPLIFIES NUANCE. 
Our analysis of case outcomes glosses over complicated 
legal procedures, agreements, and courtroom 
dynamics that have important bearing on the experience 
and consequences of eviction. Further, eviction records 
are known to contain a substantial degree of error.45
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FINDINGS
1. EVICTIONS IN DETROIT HAVE BEEN RISING SINCE THE 
SUMMER OF 2020.
Past research shows that tenants with an eviction filing on 
their record struggle to find new housing, may be less likely 
to qualify for subsidized housing, and are more likely to accept 
unsafe or uninhabitable units, regardless of the outcome of 
their case.46 State and local moratoria halted new eviction 
cases and prohibited new eviction filings between March and 
August 2020 (Figure 2). Rather than a surge of evictions after 
these moratoria lifted, there was an erratic but increasingly 
steady flow eviction filings as the State of Michigan created the 
Eviction Diversion Program (EDP) and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) eviction moratorium took effect 
in September 2020, followed by a temporary court closure in 

December 2020 and the implementation of the CERA program 
beginning in April 2021.

Eviction filings fell to about 36% of the pre-pandemic level in 
2020, then rose to about 60% in 2021 (Figure 3). Still, landlords 
have filed more than 25,500 new eviction cases against 
tenants during the pandemic through March 2022. In 2021 
alone, landlords filed 11.8 eviction cases per every 100 renter-
occupied homes, threatening the equivalent of more than 1 in 9 
Detroit renter households. Multiplying the number of eviction 
filings in 2021 by the average number of people living in renter-
occupied homes, landlords threatened an estimated 38,400 
renters—105 per day—with court-ordered eviction last year. 
The number of filings has increased steadily in 2022, rising to 
about 90% of the 2019 level in March 2022.

FIGURE 2: NUMBER OF EVICTION FILINGS IN RELATION TO MAJOR PANDEMIC EVICTION PREVENTION MEASURES

FIGURE 3: ANNUAL EVICTION FILING RATES (PER 100 RENTER HOUSEHOLDS) AND ESTIMATED NUMBER OF RENTERS 
THREATENED WITH EVICTION, 2019-2021
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2. SLOW DISTRIBUTION OF CERA PAYMENTS DISPARATELY 
IMPACTED DETROIT’S MAJORITY-BLACK RENTERS. 
The process of distributing CERA payments was extremely slow 
across Michigan but especially inadequate in Wayne County, 
with just 36% of applicants approved in 2021, compared to 50% 
statewide (Figure 4). Through March 2022, just 25,066 of 64,847 
Wayne County applicants (39%) were approved for CERA and 
the average application processing time was 90 days.47

Long processing times may help to explain why eviction filing 
rates remained relatively high despite the presence of eviction 
prevention measures. Slow distribution of emergency rent 
relief and an increasingly competitive rental market has led 
landlords in Detroit and across the U.S. to refuse participation, 
evict before payouts, or resort to illegal self-help tactics 
(outside of the court system) to displace tenants instead of 
enduring long periods of nonpayment.48 

Slow distribution of CERA payments in Wayne County 
is especially problematic given that the need for rental 
assistance is disproportionately high, and the consequences 

of administrative delays disparately impact Detroit’s majority-
Black renter population. Wayne County is home to 18% of 
Michigan’s population but 50% of the state’s Black population; 
it accounted for 32% of statewide CERA applicants between 
April 2021 and March 2022.49

3. NO-CAUSE EVICTIONS INCREASED AFTER THE CERA 
PROGRAM BEGAN, LEAVING 1 IN 4 TENANTS WHO FACED 
EVICTION WITHOUT PROTECTION.
Policymakers relied primarily on rental assistance programs 
to prevent evictions after state and local moratoria lapsed in 
August 2020. Similar to 2019, most evictions filed during the 
pandemic through March 2022 (66%) were for nonpayment of 
rent. Yet one-quarter of new eviction cases filed during the 
pandemic were for causes that could not be prevented through 
the provision of rental assistance: the majority were no-cause 
(termination of tenancy) evictions.

No-cause evictions were not covered by the CDC moratorium, 
which the 36th District Court interpreted to prohibit only 
the execution of bailiff evictions in nonpayment cases. They 

FIGURE 4: CERA APPROVALS AS A PERCENTAGE OF APPLICATIONS RECEIVED, APRIL 2021 TO MARCH 2022
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FIGURE 5: NEW EVICTION FILINGS BY COMPLAINT TYPE SINCE THE LAPSE OF STATE AND LOCAL MORATORIA
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also offer a legal alternative for landlords who elect not to 
participate in the CERA program (due to program delays or 
requirements) and provide a loophole for landlords seeking 
higher paying tenants amid the tightening pandemic-era 
housing market, for instance. No-cause eviction cases rose 
in general during the pandemic, but increased 61% since the 
start of the CERA program in April 2021, comprising 17% of all 
cases filed before and 28% after (Figure 5). 

Because of the lack of protections for tenants facing no-cause 
eviction, termination of tenancy cases closed during the 
pandemic were twice as likely as nonpayment of rent cases to 
result in a judgment (Figures 6B and 6C). This disparity existed 
despite similar levels of legal representation in each group, 
indicating that the provision of legal aid was not sufficient to 
prevent tenants’ displacement by no-cause evictions during 
the pandemic. 

4. EVICTION JUDGMENTS AND BAILIFF EVICTIONS 
DECLINED SIGNIFICANTLY DURING THE PANDEMIC, BUT 
THE STRONGEST PROTECTIONS WERE SHORT-LIVED.
Prior to the onset of COVID-19, 77% of closed cases resulted 
in a judgment and 23% ended in a dismissal; these patterns 
largely reversed during the pandemic when 29% of cases 
ended in a judgment and 71% were dismissed (Figure 6A). The 
provision of rental assistance resulted in a lower likelihood 
of judgments for tenants facing eviction for nonpayment of 
rent (71% reduction) compared to those facing eviction for 
termination of tenancy (45% reduction). 

Due to the reduced number of filings and the greater likelihood 
of dismissals among cases filed during the pandemic, the 
number of judgments fell by 83% in 2021 compared to 2019. Yet 
even with this substantial decline, judges still entered more 
than 5,400 judgments during the pandemic, impacting an 
estimated 12,800 tenants.

Bailiff evictions are often traumatic events which indicate 
that a tenant was unable to secure other housing by their 
court-ordered move-out date or did not know about their 
eviction. When bailiff evictions occur, tenants’ belongings 
(e.g., furniture, clothes, medicine, toys) are thrown into a 
dumpster and they are forcibly unhoused by a court officer.50 
A staggering thirty-one percent of cases closed before the 
pandemic resulted in bailiff evictions; nearly 8,000 orders of 
eviction were entered in 2019 alone, impacting an estimated 
18,500 tenants (50 per day). Since March 2020, about 9% 
of closed cases ended in a bailiff eviction, amounting to 
the forced removal of at least 1,700 households amid the 
pandemic, or an estimated 4,000 tenants.51

FIGURE 6A: JUDGMENTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CLOSED 
CASES, BEFORE AND AFTER THE ONSET OF COVID-19
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FIGURE 6B: JUDGMENTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CLOSED 
CASES, BEFORE AND AFTER THE ONSET OF COVID-19
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FIGURE 6C: JUDGMENTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CLOSED 
CASES, BEFORE AND AFTER THE ONSET OF COVID-19
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Pandemic-era judgments and bailiff evictions demonstrate 
major policy and enforcement loopholes in the range of 
measures meant to keep tenants housed and protect public 
health. For instance, the CDC moratorium was intended to 
prevent tenants from entering homeless shelters, doubling 
up, or being forced into other congregate living spaces dense 
with COVID-19 transmission.52 Yet judges signed more than 
600 bailiff evictions during the moratorium, likely due the 
court’s interpretation that the moratorium only covered 
nonpayment evictions, the requirement that tenants submit 
a declaration form to their landlords, and the high rate of 
default judgments (see next section).53 The number of bailiff 
evictions increased by 450% in the first 100 days after the CDC 
eviction moratorium was lifted, compared to the 100 days prior. 
Roughly 570 bailiff evictions were ordered by judges during 
the winter months of the pandemic, when extreme weather 
and high rates of COVID-19 infection, hospitalization, and 
death presented an imminent threat the health and survival of 
unhoused tenants.54

The recent rise in eviction filings (especially no-cause 
evictions) (Figure 5) indicates that prevention measures are 
waning and more tenants are entering the eviction process 
unprotected by remaining rent relief funds. For 1 in every 
20 cases dismissed during the pandemic, the court later 
reinstated the case and entered a judgment.

5. MOST TENANTS WHO WERE EVICTED DURING THE 
PANDEMIC NEVER HAD THEIR DAY IN COURT. 
Default judgments are emblematic of how the legal eviction 
process obscures tenants’ rights and empowers landlords.55 
Systemic barriers work in concert to exclude poor tenants 
from the courtroom: logistical barriers (e.g., childcare, 
transportation) preclude access to hearings,56 tenants’ 
experiences with and perceptions of the legal system 
discourage participation,57 and institutional factors (e.g., no civil 

right to counsel, “cattle call” courtroom culture) render tenants 
functionally voiceless.58 In the absence of tenants being in court 
to raise defenses, landlords win cases often without strict 
scrutiny over whether they had the legal right to possession, 
adhered to due process requirements, or had standing to evict.59 
Default judgments are particularly unjust in Detroit, where 
many landlords are operating fraudulently and/or illegally.60

During the pandemic, default judgments imply that tenants were 
unable to access novel programs and protections that could 
have delayed if not prevented their eviction, including emergency 
rent relief, enhanced legal aid, and information on how to invoke 
the CDC eviction moratorium.61 In June 2020, the State Court 
Administrative Office required courts to turn first hearings in 
eviction cases into pretrial hearings and to inform tenants about 
the rights and resources available to them; if a tenant failed to 
appear, the court was required to reschedule the hearing and 
send notice to the tenant of the new hearing date.62 Since its 
reopening, the 36th District Court has conducted all eviction 
hearings remotely, and attorneys from three Detroit legal aid 
organizations have been present in Zoom courtrooms to provide 
free legal advice, connect tenants to rental assistance programs, 
and in some cases offer legal representation. 

Before COVID-19, 43% of closed cases resulted in a default 
judgment (Figure 7), comprising the majority of judgments 
entered (56%). Consent judgments were also common, 
accounting for 31% of closed cases, followed by a relatively 
small proportion of judgments entered by bench trial (3%). 
Since the onset of COVID-19, the proportion of cases ending 
in a default judgment declined by about 40%, indicating that 
pandemic-era interventions were somewhat effective in 
reducing this negative outcome. However, default judgments 
still resulted in about 1 of every 4 closed cases. Due to the far 
lower likelihood of judgments among tenants who attended 
court hearings during the pandemic (consent judgments 

FIGURE 7: JUDGMENTS BY TYPE AS A PERCENT OF CLOSED CASES, BEFORE AND AFTER ONSET OF COVID-19
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declined 90%), the vast majority (84%) of pandemic evictions 
were entered against tenants who never had their day in court.

Prior research suggests that the 4,600 default judgments 
entered during the pandemic mostly impacted Black and 
Latino tenants living in low-cost housing in the city’s poorest 
neighborhoods. Despite the public health necessity of remote 
hearings and their potential to reduce logistical barriers to 
court attendance, still 1 in 3 low-income households in Detroit 
lacks broadband internet access.63 Systemic exclusion of 
marginalized tenants from the courtroom means that those 
in the greatest need of housing support during the pandemic 
were also the least able to access it. 

6. NONENFORCEMENT OF THE CITY’S RENTAL CODE 
REINFORCED THE POWER IMBALANCE BETWEEN 
LANDLORDS AND TENANTS AND CONTRIBUTED TO  
UNJUST AND AVOIDABLE EVICTIONS.
The legal relationship between a landlord and tenant is a two-
way obligation: a tenant pays rent in exchange for a landlord 
providing a safe and decent place to live. When the court 
enforces the laws governing the tenant’s obligation (through 
eviction) but not those governing the landlord’s obligation to 
keep rental properties safe and habitable, it codifies an unjust 
power dynamic between landlords and tenants where one 
party’s rights are privileged over the other’s.64

The City of Detroit rental ordinance states that landlords may 
not occupy rental units or collect rent unless they register 
their properties and obtain a Certificate of Compliance (CoC) 
from the Buildings, Safety, Engineering, and Environmental 
Department (BSEED). The law also states that tenants living 
in properties that lack a CoC may withhold their rent in 
escrow and that landlords shall not evict such tenants for 
reason of nonpayment.65 As of July 16, 2021, the city’s rental 

code was enforced in all zip codes.66 Yet as of March 15, 2022, 
about 5,600 (6%) of Detroit’s approximately 87,000 rental 
properties had a CoC.67

During the pandemic, city and court officials made statements 
and enacted policies indicating that landlords’ ability to evict 
tenants and collect rental assistance would be conditioned on 
whether their units were code compliant.68 According to the 
landlord-tenant filing checklist on the 36th District Court’s 
website, landlords are required to file a copy of their CoC with 
their complaint.69 On August 4, 2021, the 36th District Court 
issued a notice stating that applications and orders of eviction 
must be accompanied by a CoC.70 Mayor Mike Duggan affirmed 
this policy when announcing his administration’s Detroit Eviction 
Assistance and Prevention Program in September 2021.71 

Despite these stated compliance efforts, enforcement 
policies were not implemented by the court and landlords 
who operated their properties in violation of Detroit’s rental 
ordinance continued to evict tenants. During the pandemic, 
89% of eviction cases filed involved properties that lacked a 
CoC.72 Some increase in the proportion of eviction cases filed 
at code-compliant properties took place in recent months 
(Figure 8), still just 16% of cases filed after the citywide 
enforcement date were filed by code-compliant landlords.

Roughly equivalent rates of noncompliance were observed 
among cases where a judge authorized a bailiff eviction. 
Judges authorized about 1,170 bailiff evictions after the 36th 
District Court announced that it would require landlords to 
have a CoC in order to apply for an order of eviction. Of these, 
13% had a CoC as of the date the judge signed the order. The 
rate of compliance was slightly higher (23%) among cases 
exclusively filed for nonpayment of rent. 

FIGURE 8: EVICTION FILINGS BY COC STATUS SINCE THE LAPSE OF STATE AND LOCAL MORATORIA
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7. TENANTS’ ACCESS TO LEGAL COUNSEL INCREASED 
DURING THE PANDEMIC, BUT LANDLORDS WERE STILL 
FOUR TIMES MORE LIKELY THAN TENANTS TO HAVE 
ATTORNEYS.
Wide disparities in access to legal counsel in eviction court 
are perhaps the most glaring evidence of the power imbalance 
that overwhelmingly favors landlords.73 In Michigan, no 
right to counsel exists for tenants facing eviction who cannot 
afford lawyers, and legal aid organizations are chronically 
underfunded.74 This creates a dynamic where most landlords are 
represented by attorneys, while the vast majority of tenants are 
forced to navigate complex landlord-tenant laws, defend their 
rights, and fight for their housing without legal representation. 

Research, including a study conducted in Detroit,75 consistently 
shows that tenants with attorneys are more likely to avoid 
eviction judgments and forced displacement compared to 
unrepresented tenants.76 Attorneys may also help keep evictions 
off tenants’ records; negotiate settlements that compel landlords 
to complete repairs or reduce the amount of money owed to 
landlords; extend the length of time tenants have to move; and 
help tenants apply for rental assistance or arrange alternative 
housing.77 Guaranteeing tenants a right to counsel may also make 
it more difficult for landlords to use the legal eviction process 
to collect debts or harass tenants, and has been associated with 
declines in eviction filings and default judgments.78

Pandemic relief measures brought millions in federal funding 
for local legal aid providers to dramatically increase their 
staff, and remote hearings eased attorneys’ access to the 
courtroom. Legal aid organizations were funded to provide 
free legal advice to all tenants who attended their hearings 
but were not funded at the level necessary to offer full legal 
representation to all who needed it. 

FIGURE 9: PROPORTION OF TENANTS AND 
LANDLORDS WITH LEGAL REPRESENTATION 
AMONG CASES CLOSED BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
ONSET OF COVID-19 
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Among eviction cases closed prior to the pandemic, about 
3% of tenants were represented by an attorney, compared 
to about 85% of landlords (Figure 9). Since the onset of the 
pandemic and associated public funding for legal aid, tenants 
had legal representation in about 22% of closed cases.79 Still, 
landlords were more than four times as likely as tenants to 
have legal representation, and landlords’ access to counsel 
also increased during the pandemic.

CONTEXT: LANDLORD-TENANT POWER 
RELATIONS

Landlords have power over tenants by virtue of their 
property ownership and significant U.S. housing 
shortages, which afford landlords wide control over 
who has access to housing, the cost and condition 
of housing, and tenants’ ability to remain in housing 
and in their communities.80 This relationship is 
especially unequal in low income housing markets like 
Detroit’s where tenants’ choice of housing is severely 
restricted.81 In such contexts, landlords have a virtual 
monopoly in the power relationship because tenants 
lose their main point of leverage—the threat to move—
and are often forced either to endure unsafe and 
uninhabitable conditions or risk being unhoused.82

Despite the success of the U.S. tenants’ rights 
movement in challenging the law’s traditional 
favoritism toward landlords, the power imbalance 
between landlords and tenants remains rooted in 
a constitutional regime that enshrines the rights 
of private property owners but not tenants’ human 
right to housing.83 These property relations are 
fundamentally racialized due to the legacy of slavery 
and the continuation of White supremacy and anti-
Black racism in the U.S..84 Women, children, queer 
and trans people, disabled people, and other socially 
oppressed groups are further subordinated in this 
relationship due to their greater vulnerability to 
discrimination, exploitation, and harassment.85

These dynamics all relate to the fundamental injustice 
of eviction: whereas a tenant’s shelter, health, and 
well-being are at risk in an eviction, a landlord faces 
the interruption or loss of investment income. Both 
of these interests may be important, but justice tells 
us they are not equivalent.86 The findings documented 
in this working paper help demonstrate how formal 
legal processes (e.g., judges’ selective enforcement 
practices) and resource disparities (e.g., inequitable 
access to legal counsel) mirror and magnify unjust 
power relations between landlords and tenants.

 Tenants               LandlordsLEGEND: 
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The past two years have demonstrated that mass evictions 
are a policy choice. Our findings show that COVID-19 eviction 
response measures reduced the scale of Detroit’s eviction 
crisis relative to 2019 and prevented many cases from reaching 
the most violent and disruptive stages of the legal eviction 
process. While the level of eviction prevention attained during 
the pandemic is unprecedented, it exists only in contrast to a 
status quo where roughly 70,000 mostly Black and poor tenants 
lived under threat of eviction each year; the vast majority of 
tenants were unrepresented and entirely unassisted throughout 
the legal process; cattle-call style courtrooms entered default 
judgments against tenants in 4 of every 10 cases; and an 
estimated 50 renters were evicted by a bailiff each day. 

Eviction filings in the 36th District Court show a steady upward 
trend in 2022 even as major eviction prevention measures 
remain in place. This raises significant concerns for Detroit 
tenants and the public as a whole as the CERA program comes 
to a close after reaching just a fraction of those in need and 
the city’s affordable housing crisis deepens with rising rents, 
inflation, and supply chain shortages.87 Before COVID-19, 
Detroit had a shortage of roughly 30,000 affordable housing 
units for renters making less than 50% of the AMI ($38,150 
for a family of four), and median asking rents in metro Detroit 
have since risen at least 10%.88 Without political action, the 
long-anticipated wave of evictions will not be brought on by the 
pandemic itself, but by a return—and likely worsening—of pre-
pandemic conditions that normalized mass evictions. 

It is the responsibility of lawmakers to secure the right of 
all people to safe and stable housing during the pandemic 
and beyond. We acknowledge that solving the U.S.’s racially 

unjust eviction crisis will require the federal government 
taking bold and reparative actions to create permanently 
affordable housing outside the speculative rental market, but 
state and local officials have the opportunity and obligation 
to act immediately. We conclude this paper with concrete 
steps that state and local policymakers can take in the short-
term to learn from pandemic-era interventions and bring 
about a more just eviction and housing policy platform. As 
researchers, we strongly urge decision-makers to prioritize 
working alongside Detroit tenants, poor people, Black-led 
organizations, and experienced housing advocates and 
housing justice organizers to bring about their visions for a 
new normal of housing for all.

ENFORCE RENTAL CODE. 
Courts enforcing only one side of the rental agreement is 
unjust. Pandemic era policies demonstrated that the most 
effective eviction prevention measures are those that prevent 
filings from occurring in the first place. In Detroit, 9 in 10 
pandemic evictions could have been avoided if the court 
enforced Detroit’s rental code, including its own requirements 
that a valid CoC be provided when filing a case or applying 
for an order of eviction. Code enforcement is habitual in other 
large courts; for example, Cleveland’s housing court requires 
landlords to comply with the city’s Lead-Safe Certification 
at filing.89 Chief Judge McConico can enforce the CoC as a 
filing requirement not only to prevent unjust evictions, but 
also to reduce caseloads for judges and legal aid attorneys 
alike, allowing them more time to focus on cases with merit. 
Leveraging case law,90 legal aid attorneys made available 
through the right to counsel ordinance can mobilize collectively 
to bring about judges’ meaningful enforcement of rental code.

Photo by Amy K. Senese
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ENACT JUST CAUSE POLICIES. 
No-cause evictions empower landlords to evict arbitrarily 
and render many tenants virtually defenseless against 
displacement. Just cause policies establish a list of valid 
reasons for eviction, placing the burden of proof on landlords 
to show that they are evicting for a justifiable cause. Given 
the high number and rising rate of no-cause evictions in 
Detroit, just cause policies could reduce sudden and unjust 
displacement and blunt the power landlords have over their 
tenants.91 Just cause requirements have been established at 
the state level (e.g., New Jersey92), and local ordinances have 
been implemented in several municipalities in the U.S. with 
strong housing justice movements, often in conjunction with 
rent controls (e.g., San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, 
D.C.).93 Some research indicates that these laws lower eviction 
filings and displacement without a significant loss of rental 
units, decrease in property values, or diminished housing 
quality.94 Proponents of just cause emphasize the importance 
of limiting the number of just causes identified; with too many 
acceptable reasons to evict, just cause can be abused and will 
fail to adequately prevent displacement.95

FULLY FUND THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL (RTC). 
Ensuring the right to counsel for tenants in eviction court is 
a mechanism for enforcing existing laws and tenants’ rights, 
but the effort is limited in its ability to mitigate the power 
imbalance between landlords and tenants and prevent unjust 
evictions at scale. In May 2022, the Detroit RTC Coalition 
successfully advocated for City Council to pass an RTC 
ordinance.28 However, just $6 million in ARPA dollars have 
been allocated to fund Detroit’s RTC out of the estimated 
$16.7 million it will cost to fully implement the program.96 
This means that the right to full legal representation will 
remain out of reach for many tenants, and legal aid attorneys 
will continue to experience high caseloads that impact the 
quality of legal representation they provide.97 The absence 
of sustained, scaled funding for the RTC stems from a legal 
opinion from the Duggan administration that general funds 
cannot be used for this purpose, despite other cities using 
general funds to do so (e.g., New York City).98 Unless laws 
and court practices are changed to provide stronger tenant 
protections (e.g., code enforcement, just cause), the court 
will be overwhelmed with tenants seeking legal aid while 
providers will be poorly equipped to prevent displacement. A 
thorough and transparent evaluation of the ordinance that 
centers the perspectives of tenants facing eviction should be 
conducted to monitor whether the RTC in Detroit is guaranteed 
in practice, not only in policy.

ADDRESS RACIAL INEQUITIES IN CERA DISTRIBUTION 
BEFORE FUNDS EXPIRE. 
The failure of the CERA program to provide rapid rental 
assistance at scale has disparately harmed Black renters in 
Detroit. Not only has Detroit tenants’ housing stability been 
jeopardized by longer application processing times than the 
rest of the state, but large application backlogs mean that the 
city’s renters will be least likely to access rent relief before 
funds expire in the very near future. State and city officials 
should take urgent steps (e.g., conduct reviews, deploy 
additional personnel, transfer cases) to speed the delivery of 
CERA funds in Detroit and use alternative COVID-19 relief funds 
to ensure that all tenants awaiting aid receive it. In the absence 
of more federal emergency rental assistance, the state should 
overhaul the Michigan Department of Health and Human 
Services’ State Emergency Relief (SER) program to remove 
the bureaucratic demands on tenants in crisis that make funds 
inaccessible and leave the most vulnerable without aid.99

CONTINUE AND IMPROVE EFFORTS TO REDUCE DEFAULT 
EVICTIONS. 
Eviction prevention interventions that begin in the courtroom 
(such as RTC) can only prevent evictions for tenants who appear. 
Pandemic-era interventions increased tenants’ access to the 
courtroom but the high rate of default judgments shows need 
for improvements. The State Court Administrative Office (SCAO) 
issued several administrative orders during the pandemic that 
required eviction courts to hold hearings remotely via Zoom, 
institute pre-trial hearings, prohibit default judgments when 
a tenant was not personally served, and inform tenants of 
available resources during hearings. In July 2021, SCAO codified 
a rule requiring eviction courts to use remote participation 
technology as much as possible until further order.100 The SCAO 
should make landlord-tenant pre-trials, remote hearings, and 
other procedural changes permanent and seek to evaluate and 
improve them. Furthermore, meaningful evention-prevention 
strategies must involve pre-court outreach to tenants at risk 
for eviction, similar to the door-to-door outreach campaigns 
conducted by legal aid groups during the pandemic. Tenant 
outreach strategies and procedural improvements should be 
directly informed by renters who have been systematically 
excluded from the legal process. 

BAN COLD WEATHER BAILIFF EVICTIONS. 
COVID-19 brought the life and death consequences of 
eviction to the forefront of housing policy considerations. 
Even after the pandemic subsides, moratoria on evictions 
during the winter can save lives.101 Policies banning cold 
weather evictions exist across Europe102 and in several 
U.S. municipalities—for example, Washington, D.C., tenants 
are not evicted when it is precipitating or the temperature 
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is below freezing, and qualifying Seattle tenants are not 
evicted between December and March.103 Given the severity 
of Michigan’s winters, the City of Detroit should adopt an 
ordinance banning bailiff evictions during winter months. 

AUTOMATICALLY SEAL EVICTION RECORDS. 
Landlords increasingly rely on for-profit screening services 
and other tenant surveillance technologies to blacklist tenants 
from the rental market.104 In Detroit, the summary eviction 
process, low filing fee, and no right to counsel have made it easy 
for landlords to unlawfully file evictions, and default judgments 
remain the primary means of eviction. Tenant screening 
gives staying power to unjust case outcomes and reinforces 
structural racism in the housing system; sealing eviction 
records and combatting tenant screening would advance 
racial equity in housing.105 A bill introduced in the state Senate 
would allow courts to seal eviction judgments after 5 years, 
cases where no judgment of possession was entered, and 
cases filed during the pandemic or where a landlord received 
emergency rental aid.106 This bill is inadequate and gives 
considerable discretion to local courts; instead, the legislature 
should automatically seal eviction filings from public view, 
restrict landlords’ ability to consider eviction history in rental 
applications, and strengthen protections against discriminatory 
and retaliatory evictions.107 Until then, the 36th District Court 
can remove tenants’ names from the register of action (not only 
the final judgment) and enforce its existing filing requirements. 
In 2020, Chief Judge McConico indicated that the court could 
accept mass motions from legal aid attorneys to set aside 
default judgments on a monthly basis.108

USE ARPA FUNDS TO BUILD AND PRESERVE AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING. 
Detroit’s shortage of affordable low-income housing is poised 
to worsen and intensify the eviction crisis. Flexible American 
Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funds can be used to create long-term 
housing stability by expanding Detroit’s affordable housing 
stock.109 Yet of the $826 million in ARPA funding available, 
Mayor Duggan and the Detroit City Council have appropriated 
$95 million for commercial property demolition, roughly 
$7 million for an affordable housing locator and housing 
counseling services, and nearly $5 million for a landlord repair 
program, but $0 to construct or rehabilitate new affordable 
rental units.110 Some City Council members have expressed 
interest in reallocating ARPA funds to address homelessness 
in response to the organizing efforts of evicted tenants living 
in hotels paid for the by the CERA program whose stays were 
set to expire.111 Detroit officials still have the opportunity to 
leverage this unprecedented funding to increase the supply of 
affordable rental housing for the lowest income households, 
as modeled in other U.S. cities.112

LISTEN TO AND SUPPORT TENANTS AND TENANTS’ 
ORGANIZATIONS. 
Tenants whose lives and communities are systematically 
impacted by eviction and the larger affordable housing crisis 
are best suited to provide solutions, yet their perspectives 
are ignored or otherwise marginalized in policy discussions 
concerning their human right to shelter. Evictions during 
the pandemic highlight the failure of government officials, 
academics, and nonprofit professionals to craft policies that 
adequately protect tenants’ health and safety over landlords’ 
investment interests. Lessons from this time period signal 
the need to move eviction prevention resources upstream (i.e., 
before tenants enter the courts) and value community-based 
infrastructure for tenants to support tenants. During the 
pandemic, organizing pressure and local control of housing 
was associated with stronger eviction protections and lower 
filing rates.113 Across the U.S., tenants’ groups using tactics 
ranging from electoral advocacy to property lawbreaking 
have paved the way for RTC, just cause, and rent stabilization 
policies as well as laws and funding mechanisms that allow 
tenants to purchase and transfer distressed buildings to non-
speculative forms of affordable housing. Contestation between 
lawmakers and tenants’ movements can help forge new policy 
configurations that are consistent not only with the right to 
equal housing for non-property owners, but also rights to 
equal dignity, opportunity, and citizenship.114
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